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(Based on full ergonomic d~scription given to RSC) 

T:E CONT11CLS 

There are three distinct tyves of control function in 

the dimmer memory system DDM (a) The Channel Controls to create 

the s~age lighting pictures using the dimmers in the first place 

tand subsequently to modify them at any time. (b) The Numerical 

Selection controls to enable each picture to be recorded (filed) 

under a reference (cue) number and subsequently selected ror 

playback. (c) The Master Controls which determine what is to 

be done with the picture selected for playback. Shall it be 

added to th.J.t alreudy on the stage or substituted and at what 

rate of s1rned? 

CllANNEL CO~ffIWLS 

They take the f'orm of a centre stable Rocker tablet uhich 

in eff'ect ir_te;srates three 1n.wr1 1Juttor..s a11d three pilot lrn!!pS 

as one .unit mounting at¾ ~nch horizontal centres and 3 inch 

vertical. 

Touchin~ the top of the r0ch9r ralses the channel 

dimmer and i:he bottom lowers it. In both cases removal of the 

finger stops the process ins~antly. 

a green pilot lwnp irside the top. 

The ciction rs~monitored by 

This comes on at half light 

for all intermedic1.te dimn1er levels and at full when the channel 

is full on - no further gain being ~os~ible. The completion of 

the reverse process to out is indic~ted by extinction o:f the lamp. 

Precise information is given ~r. the CHANNgL DIAL. '.fhenever a 

channel rocker is touched the dictl monitors that particular 

dimmer position. If several nre held uader the :fingers to travel 

simultaneously, perhaps in conflicting directions, then the one 

ncb1al.ly touchec~ first t;:ikes 11recedence on t:1e die.I. The j)osition 

of particular r:h,-n11el dimmers can be ascertained without movement 

by using the push button in the centre of the rocker. 

Associated with the channel rockers are certain LODE 

controls. Tr8se qualify or alter the function of the rockers. 

Most obvious i~ the SPEED control. This consists of twin linear 

potentiometers. That on the le:ft ret;ulates the time dimi,1ers will 

talce when operatec;. manuGlly i"rorn the roc;,.ers to 11tri.,vel 11 from 

zero to full or ~ice versa. 

(top) to 30 secs (i10ttom). 

The range of' speed is 1·rom insta,1.tnneous 
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A sign indicator with the ,,•orcl "Instant" is brought 

in at the top position. A second potentiometer TOP SET by its 

position determines the position to which the cti111111er will 

travel if the top of the rocker.is held. (This way be lower 

than its present position). The bottom of the rocker always then 

ta 1, es i t to zero • The word 11Top Set" ap1..cars in a sign indicator 

at all positions except the top. 

There is an amber warning lamp in the centre J!USh of 

each rocker which lights whenever a rocker is used to modify a 

memory in playback. Return of the channel to the le~el prior 

to modification or re-recording removes this warning. 

and push are also used as part of AUTO NOD (q.v.). 

The lamp 

There is a group of four mode push buttons. Two 

reversible luminous enable the rockers to control dimmers in 

as8ociation with the nED ?LAYD~CK system (q.v.) instea~ of with 

the GREEN system as is normal. Th8 red lamps are in the bottom 

section oi' the rockers and the ~reen in the top enabling both 

to be displayed simultaneously without confusion when necessary. 

The third push, a mo1nentary conta~t, is for FLASH and the fourth 

a luminous reversible for AUTO-NOD. These are described later. 

A third mode contrcl known as the DISPLAY MODE, more 

frequently· used, takes the form of a thre~ positio~ sprung-centre 

switch. In its norm;-..:l II centre 11 _l-losi tion the rockers display and 

operate the li.,_d1tln.; 01T ST,\GE. Held in the bottom vosition 

the display and operation is oi' the lighting in the "NE\1 11 store 

and in the top position in the CUT store. Th~se functions will 

become clearer in the Fl~yback section below. 

NUl'JERICAL SELECTION "CUE SELECT" 

A set of luminous push buttons is provided to enable 

the requisite rcd[;G of' numuers to be selected .f',or fili.n 0 in, or 

obtaining for pl~yback from, the memory. These are arranged in 

colwnns for uni. ts, tens and where a1;plicable hundreds. In 

addition there is a black non-luminous CANCEL push. 

To vrovide the computer·with a message all columns 

must be occupied. Thus ''one" displays as 11001 11 • Use of' the 

digits column automatically sets zeros in the other colw:m.s. 

Any ,u.sh uhen , :;,eu sub~ti tutes its uw.dJt:r .for any oti1cr which 

may be already selected in its own column. 
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Associated with numerical selectiuns are three lm.:inous 

indicator ,-,indows, for RECOHD, GREEN .f-'LJ\YB.s\CK an<.l HtD PL11.Y J,\CI~ 

respectively. The nu,:bers can be shown .in these a:;ainst black, 

green, red or an1ber backgrounds as described later. Each time 

a number is used it is automatically cancelled, the lights being 

extinguished at the vushes. Selectio11 of numbers in this way 

is ?nly necessary to start a sequence or when breaking it to go 

back or to jump ,-,ell ahead. Except when using the speciul CUT 

pushes the Ni::XT number is usually ob.tained by inching-on with 

the NEXT control.which forms part of each playback. 

The transfer of a number from CUE SELECT to any window 

is by use of a NEXT or ADD NEXT control. Exceptions are the 

CUT-IN and CUT-OUT pushes. These take the number directly. A 

number can be cleared without using it by the black cancel push 

alongside. 

The memory controls co11sist of an indicator v1inctoH 

displa)ring numbers against -e-i ther a black or a1. ber ground. 

Under this is a sprung centre switch. l-'ushed do1vn tl1is taheS 

the number off the numerical selectors (if alight), records the 

sta:;e picture against it and lJUts it in the w.indow;- a.g;ainst an 

amber ground indicating that it has been so used. 

If however that menwry number is alrc,tdy occupied 

with a recorded picture the number appears against a black 

ground and an audible warnins is sounded to give the operator 

a chance to have second thoughts. Pushing the switch down a 

second time romoves the inhibition, rocording takes ~lace and 

the amber bacKground appears. Pushing tl1e switch up inches 

t;1e number in the window up one at a time but always with a 

black ground ( n process kno1.'n as l..;ext-ing) . .illen pulled 

down at any time it records subject only to the i.nhibitory 

action as be£ore. Use 0£ the switch to record without selecting 

any new number and in c0nsec1uence the awber background is already 

present will both remove this to J.eave that number against a 

blacl<. ground and sound the warning. 
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The RECORD switch puts into the instant memory system 

the complete lighting picture as present on the stage at the time. 

If there is no light then it will be remembered as no light 

i.e. the memory set to zeros. A memory witn zeros throushout 

is of course considered "free" anu sounds no warning. 

The GREEN and the RED PLAYBACK systems have a record 

push under their winam·rs, which is referred to as HE-nECOHD 

because this is its commoner use. When pressed it records the . 
contribution of that master sustem only to the stuge. Any 

attenuation because the NEW master has not been brought to full 

will be recorded as attenuated. Whether the BL,\CLOU·1 control 

is on or off is however ignored both by RECORD and UE-RECOHD 

thus making it possible to set up memories without disturbing 

the sta~e. 

The number in the i1laybacl<.. wind01·; will be used when 

re-recording whether it has a coloured background or noc. Ii' 

however a number is displayed on CUE SELECT this can be tc:\ken 

over for recording instead ii' i'JEXT is useli to 1Jut tlia t number 

in the playback window. However the background will remain black 

showing that the particular number has not necessarily b88n 

recalled as lighting in fact. Indication that recording ~as 

taken place when using these individual playback re-record 

facilities ·is given by an amber li~ht appenrin~ in:the ~ush 

itself. As soon as the number in the window 'i.a chan~ect i"rom 

that actu;:.illy used. to record or re-record the amber light is 

extinguished. All redortling is subject to a key switch. 

PL t..YI3,\Cl~ COi':TR.OLS 

Either the Green or the Red playback systeu1 can be 

used in exactly the Sal'i.ie uay, the only difference being in the 

colour of the display at the channel rockers and el~ewhere. 

and a set of controls. ,\ssocia tet.1 with e,.ch is o store referrect 

to as the NEW. There is in fact another store i11 YJhich th0 

state of lighting at the time o~ initiating a new cue is 

automatically parked as a holding· action. 

The Playback controls provide sustained. functions or 

"actions II so that the operator ti1en only rides the :::.l:'EED 

regulntors to :;et t'.H..: ti .. ;in._., ri:...,.:t. 
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The action push buttons to each playback systen1 are:

NEXT 1-;emory Number ( ADDi tional) 

1mXT 11 " ( Substitute) 

CHOSSFADB (subject to both Rai.se and Dim speeds) 

:MOVE II II II II " II It ) 

DIM (subject to Dim speed) 

REVEHSE (return to "as you were" for all above) 

INSTANTANEOUS (temporarily cu~s out both raise and 

dim speeds) 

CROS.3Ft.DE will take channels to all levels on the memory 

MOVE has the same action except that zeros are treated 

as neutral. Movement from one set of levels to another is linear 

and simultaneous, b0ginning and ending together no matter how 

disparate the distance to be travelled. DIM uses the memory to 

identify the channels, it will if not i11.terrupted run them 

proportionately to zero. 

C~OSSF:\DE, l',JOVE and DH·l re.ad tl:e meL10ry of' the number in 

the window onto the "Nmv 1; storP. no matter whether it has a 

coloured background or not. ADD NE~T also reads the wemory but 

trips any 11~ction 11 pushes. NS.XT'ilnes not read the memory nor 

does it trip any 2.ctlon. 

OPERATION nF CUES 

The process o~ operating lighting cues as distinct 

from composin:', theu: \Jc:;ins by selectin~ a number. This h,:t s to 

be put in -:he playbacl~ win9-ow by using the l,iE, T push buttons. 

Either CUE SELECT is used and the NEXT push takes that number or 

the pusg is used on its Oh'11 to in~h up numbers one . at a time 

until the numbe1· required appC;ars. In ei th.er case the nu111ber 

w·ill have o. blnck .,;round and the selection of it will not 

interrupt_ the µrogress of the previous cue on that master. 

Two 1iEXT µushes are J_Jroviued, tl1e le:Ct hanu one is 

used when a memory nrnnber is to be substituted i.e. is to be 

taken solo and operated exactly as described. The ri~ht hand 

is used when the menory number is to be added to others. In 

this case the co,1tents of a number of' memories can 1.Je added 

together ( hi2;hest levels in any co1nmon channels taking prcced,:>.nce) 

before a cue is initiated. ~here this is done the ADD NEXT 
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push lights up internally and remains ill_uminated until the NSXT 
push is pressed to obtain a memory solo; tlt:,window will show 
the last number added. :\.DJ NEXT trips the CHO!::i.SF ,\DE, r.lOV£, 

DIM and REVETISI~ controls also their sign indic.:-,tor, whereas 
NEXT does not. To obtain a preview of' the contents of memories, 
whether solo or added, and then moc..li.fy them the 3-vray Display 
mode switch is used. 

The memory number or numbers once selected the 
required action push is pressed; this lights internally and in 
addition lights the indicatbr sign to show CROSSFADE,NOVE and 
DIM as appropriate. It also puts a green background behind 
the memory number. ( N. B. the green back[.1;ruund will already be 
there if AiJD NEXT hc.d ,been used to add memories). Completion 
of the action extinguishes the light in tha vush but leaves the 
Indicator sign and also tl1e green b.:i.cL.:ground to tle memory 
number. A new number removes the J.atter and use 01' another 
action pu:::;h changes the sign. The r.ate of' change is shown on a 
dial just above the speed control. For J,IOVE and CROSSF1\DE the 

dial reads from O to 10 but for D.IM the needle runs from 10 to O. 
Si~ce there are sepnrate speeds for the increasins and 

decreasing levels the DIAL takes it time from the slower of the 
t,,·o speeds,; REVERSE in each of the above three ac-Cions initiates 
a return to the cun~i tion be~ore the 11articular push was pressed. 
It follows therefore that pressing the l1EVEi~.'.:5E push before an 
action push has been used can do nothing whatever. Because this 
is so the_ push will neither light up ,vhen touched nor will it 
put a green background in the window. Once the green background 
has been put there by any one of the three action pushes, wl1ether 
the action i tseLf is complete or not ( or still in progress or 
not) the REVEaS~ ~ush will extinguish the action µush and light 
up its elf un ti 1 -L;1e r1.;verse in cornple t<::d. 

The ef'fe;:; t o:f I-tEVEl~SE in the case of CHOSS1•' a,DE, P.AISE 
and DIM is to return the stage lighting to exactly the state 
before the ~articular push was pressed. 

So lung as a green background appears in the memory 
nur.1ber ,·.rindow the REVB.'.SE push will be able to take ei'fect. 
This will often be in respect o~ a just completed action and in 

the nnme ot· the last action will be, as a .1.'eli:i11G.cr to the 
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operator as to what is was. Completion oi' the reversal 

extinguishes the light in the RCVE~SE push but only initiation 

of a different action will alter the si~n indicator. A reverse 

action like any other can be interrupted or stopped. 

When REVERSE is used the speeds of the original action 

are retE"\inecl i.e. channels which 11ere incrensin. 6 their level will 

while reversed, dim at the same spe~d as they were increasing at 

and ,vice versa. 

All actions except Cuts are influenced by the SPEED 

control (q.v.) but as an operational precaution the speed when 

in :full top ~Josi tion is one sec. not instantaneous. Thus 

obviating the risk of the operator running inadvertently from a 

dimming cue into a swit6hing onE. Use of the liSTANT push will 

provide an i11stantaneous swi tchin.; Kiwn reL.tU..1..red see S1-ri tchin~ 

and Cut. As to 1·,hat channels svfi tch in to an increased_ a11d wlw.t 

to a decreased level or to out will be entirely governed by the 

lighting effc ct. re corded on tl:e:: r,1ernory us~d. 

SPEED REG~LATION 

As a basie for discussion it is suggested that the 

eleven full divisions of a standnrd Y~nk Strand quadrant lever 

should each represent roughly half as much again as its 

predecessor. Thus at thP top we get 1 sec and the'bcttom 60 secs. 

The SLOW push when engaged would multiply the durRtion by a factor 

of' ten. Thus ti1e top is 10 secs arn.l the bot tom 10 minutes. 

A single control will be sited in a secondary area 

so that the factor can be nlterect when necessary. Since the 

control is dealing with speed of, not travel posit~on of, the 

master a series of' decisive notches on tlJe regulator may have 

advantages over a continuously variable regulatoro There would 

be then 21 conta~ts i.e. nineteen intermediate steps between 1 

sec and bO secs. DIN only the left hand. 

S!ITCHING A~D CLT 

The three pushes CROSSFADE, RAlSS antl Dii•_ can be made 

to operate as s,-.ri tching -functions by pressin,i; the lI:,ST,\NT push 

alongs.itlc at the sa,,1e time. This overriu.es the s Jecd which 

then immediately reverts to normal when released. 
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In addition there is an auxilary_ cut store which can 
be used to pile s,ritching cues on the Green playback without 
inter[·u~Jting long duration changes. 

For the Cut store there are two pushes CUT-IN and 
CUT-OUT and they obtain their memory number direct from the 

CUE S~LJCTOR; The CliT-IN lights u~ itself, switches on the 
channels to the level of the memory and puts the nM1ber against 
a red ground in the Green window. The green function already 
going on is not interrupted nntl both that nunibcr and the display 
of its content (for individual roriker modi£ication if necessary) 
will appear,hi.Jethe Display mode swi tci.1 is held down. 

Further memories can be switched-in by selecting and 
operating CUT-IN. 1•Jemories can be S\'lj_tched-(.)ut eitlrnr by selecting 
a specific number i'or the purpose and pressin.i; the CUT-OUT in 
which case just the content 01' tlw. t 11arti cul ar 1.1.ien1oi·y 1·,ilJ. lie 
tripped or by simply pressing the CUT-OTJT without selecticn 
whereupon tlle entire content 01 tne Cut si:e,:ce 1·ril.L iJ.~ triJJ1JeJ. 
In the first case the libht in the CUE-IN push will no~ be 
extinguished unLil the store is completely c:i.ear. Lo-:;•;rev or the 
winuow ,vill revert to its normnl act:i.on Green nu1::i.Jer -,..rhcnever 
CUT-OUT is used. Thus to Cut-In and Cut-Lut a singlb Demory 
it is only necessary to select a number 1·or t~1e fj_rst purpose 

and subseyucntly tri1) it by pressin~ CliT-UUT. C.:ui'-OUT puts the 
channels to zero, tl1us al tl1ougl1 t,-ro 1,10:.iori.es ir:uy !Je cut-in one 
after the other to adu highest 011 crJm1~10n c11annels. These wil1. 
be tr .i.ppet.l when the i'irs t or t ·1e b·rn rneiuories is Cl.J'T-OUT. 

As soon as a new cue number is set in c~cti.on (Raise, 
Dim or Crossfade) and a green background appears the content 
of' tl1e Cut store is 1Jarked .:.rnd beco, .. es an integral part of' the 
stage lighting picture which will be afrected or not by the 
cue chnnge or_ chan~es as me1,10risecl t.1.::.t ..Cullo,v. 'i'o _.Jreverit 
this trip action deliberately the CUT-IN 1Jush 1nust be held clo,n1. 
manually vrhi le usi11ig o tl1er ac ti 011. pushes. 

Red Cut-in levels are piled w·ith the levels o.f the 
normal Green chan~e in ;_irogress hi.zhest ta:~ing e:f.fect. 
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SECOND PL,\YB1\CE 

Rocker action (not display) is restricted to a playback 

by putting the Mode push f'or the other one 11of1' 11 • Use of a . 

BLACKOUT to avoid operating the stage lighting from a playback 

will also trip the Node push for the other playback. 

The Green and Hcd 1->laybacks can be used quite 

independently without any need to use the mode switches. 1-lemories 

can be called up on either or both nnd any actions qnu speeds 

adopted, whether conflicting or riot, without trouble because 

both playbacks are piling their outputs at the diw,1ers. In their 

role of.static mimic diagram the rockers also present no difLiculty 

because the Green and Red displays are ~uitc separate at the top 

and bottom of each rocker. It is the manual runctions of the 

rocker that are shared between the• tvro p.laybacks togetl1er with 

the push button/amber ,n1rning li,'.;ht in the centre which is al::;o 

associated with such functions. 

Two luminous pushes couple the ch<-1nnel rockers tc.-. the 

green manual action and red respectively. 

'I'he pushes are reversible and arc n<)rmally both en. 

In this condition Green is I normo.1 1 and c1.lways h~s 1:,riori-l:.y. 

Touching one puts it o~t and inerts that col~ur as far as rocker 

modification and "Dial 11 reacting is concerned. Touch it again 

i'or 'as you were'. These pushes are to bE: lil.iked to the 

Blackouts also. ';.Then n Blackout is "oni' the 1.1ode for the other 

playback is extinguished and that rocker action inerted. Should 

however a sta~e modification be required in this condition - the 

dark push is held clown to make it t~ike over i'or JU St ·chat t:i me, 

the moment it is released it reverts as before. Putting the 

blackout off also puts the missin.s mode switch on once more. The 

blackout 1-msh is not reversible because the operator might 

inadvertently ti1row the content 11e has be~n usin.1:, 0~1to t~1e sta,t;,e. 

A blackout once put on can tllere:fore 01..l:,r be trip.i:.ied by the 

CANCEL push ( othen·rise known as tiipe). 

;.vhen both mode switches are 11on" the rockers wodify 

the stage picture however derived. l'hus i:f a channel is comi;1on 

to an action on both the green and red playback tho channel is 

taken out of both actions and held in a manual store. At the 

same time tile w,;Ler light: in tue roci'"er co,.,01c, un. 

an action on either playback resultin~ in e watch o~ level will 
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not restore tho channel to normal. To do this the level of tl1e channel itself has to be chungl:!d to 1,.ntch that of' .an_y subseL 1ue11t action progress.. The level tnken 1viLL be th0 hi 6 l1er of' the two playbacls at the time. Re-recorJ.in:::, tri1Js t.hu i::luiber waruin~ also reading or re-reuaing any wenory on eit~er ~iayback, i.e. the automatic parking of the sta:::,e ii 6 hting state as it is at the time of reading a new· memory rer:1oves the need for the warniur;. if AUTO ~OD is used will it be ret~inea (see below). 

llnly 

If rocker action in respect of one playback has been inerted due to one of them being inerted as described earlier then reference is to any ri1eP10ries or levels of the non-inerted playback. Likewise if the area of action is i'urther lin:itf:ltl t1y . , oi' the 1iod.e swi tc~1 
the examination or a new store through the holding down/thun the matching takes 1Jlace to that i.e. the me1aory levels as rc:·cordecl. 

AUTO i•!OD 

\·/hen the AUTO I<OD mode is 11011. 11 ( sho\·Jing; amber) any a).so modified channel i.c./showing amber will be ~erwanently in that modi:fied stnte and this level w·ill be substituted .for any other (except zero) whenever a memory is read. subsequently which contains that channel (or channe~s). This □oJi£ica~ion can be inerted teruporarily by ~utting the AL~O ~CD ~ush off (it i~ reversible). If the channel rocker is moved to a position which extinguishes its amber lisht while ADTG ~OD is nn then it is released therefrom. Any amber rocker li.shts ore al1vays brought on to indicate that it is a substitute l8velt in tile saue way as the other indications a1Jpe..1r at the rockers ,-,hen a mP-wory is read. 

FLASII 

~{hen the 1n1sh is nelu. on any ch.:tnnel can b2 put temporarily to rull or to out by holding the top or tl1e bottom of its rocker. 

PROGRAMl-llNG OF T-IE!-JOHY 

These fontrols will not be on the main console and are yet to be discussed. 
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